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Presentations 
1. Welcome : Jonathan Willet and Melanie Smith

Jonathan and Melanie welcomed delegates to the conference, paying tribute to Simon McKelvey, who 
worked tirelessly to improve river habitat in the Cromarty Firth catchment area, and whose knowledge and 
enthusiasm was admired by all who met him.


Jonathan provided an update on the work to get a Scotland-wide data hub for biological records. The 
report and summary of recommendations following an 18-month review is available here.  The report makes 
the business case for funding, and envisages that a fully funded network would cost £6m to establish, with 
a £3 million cost per annum. Results have been presented to Scottish Government - but at present they are 
not receptive to new initiatives.


2. Eels can show us the way - the need for complexity in river management : Chris Daphne, Ness and 
Beauly Fisheries Trust


Download the presentation pdf


European eels are a critically endangered species, making them more endangered than the Atlantic salmon, 
blue whale, polar bear or giant panda. Eels used to make up 50% of the fish biomass in most European 
rivers, but numbers have  have dropped by 95% since the 1980s.


Eels can live for 70 to 80 years, and are a keystone species, being important indicators of the ecological 
health of a river system. Much of their life remains unknown - even spawning in the Sargasso Sea is not 
confirmed, as spawning has never been observed in the wild.


The larvae are leaf shaped,. They drift on ocean currents and change to slender, transparent, glass eels as 
they reach the continental shelf, from where they begin their migration up rivers and lochs. Elvers are 
carniverous, but they are also prey to many species, including heron, otters, cormorants, osprey and fish.


Full dispersal can take 5 to 6 years, and when they reach 13cm in size they become known as Yellow eels. 
Through angling observation work during his research in Sutherland Chris noticed that broad headed eels 
were fish eating, whilst those with narrow heads had an invertebrate diet.


A number of factors have contributed to their decline including water quality, climate change and changes 
in the Gulf Stream. A parasite that infects their swim bladder means that eels cannot swim at enough depth 
during migration. Dams can form impenetrable barriers to upstream movement and turbines mash adult 
eels attempting to migrate back to the sea.


Over exploitation is significant - with eels being taken at every stage of their life cycle. It is estimated that in 
1997 30,000 tonnes of eel were caught, with 800 to 900 tonnes of this catch being elvers. There is no 
captive breeding of eels, and so all stock for eel fisheries is taken from the wild and grown on.


As a result of this decline angling for eels is now banned in Scotland. But no conservation work has been 
undertaken. The Eel Management Plan published in 2010 by DEFRA shows how little we know about eels - 
see pdf for summary.


Chris’ top 3 priorities for action are:

1. Increased awareness of eels and eel welfare

2. Research into eel ecology to begin to fill the many gaps - including establishing a recruitment index.

3. Research into what happens at dams - with the potential of removing barriers through mitigating 

measures or dam removal.


4. Why wild rivers matter -  The AMBER project in Glengarry : Lucio Marcello, UHI, Rivers and Lochs 
Institute


Download the presentation pdf


Lucio introduced AMBER - Adaptive Management of Barriers in European Rivers. The work is led by 
Swansea University and involves 20 partners in 11 countries. The focus of the Rivers and Lochs Institute is 
to look at ‘at ‘ecosystem restoration needs arising from the presence and operation of hydroelectric dams 
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https://amber.international/


on the River Garry, a tributary of the Ness river system.’ This is one of 7 case studies across Europe, which 
are all apply the same tools and principles across a very diverse range of river connectivity issues.


The research is looking at  River Garry and River Moriston from and ecological, economic and social 
perspective, with a specific focus on Quoich Dam, on the upper Garry, which is impassable to salmon, and 
responsible for a significant loss in upstream spawning habitat, now inaccessible. The ensuing severe 
decline in the Garry salmon population was accentuated by an additional fish barrier placed downstream, 
placed there for stocking purposes as mitigation, but effectively depleting an important Garry tributary, the 
Kingie.. A full case study description can be found here. 


Dams not only form barriers, they also reduce fluctuation in river flow, and this can be detrimental to some 
species adapted to spate and low flow. Small hydroelectric dams also impact rivers, and currently there are 
conflicting policies relating to them from the EU Water Framework Directive and a push on renewable 
energy development - with a further 2,800 hydro dams proposed, in the Balkans alone.  A thesis looking at 
the conflicts in legislation can be seen here.


AMBER is creating a European barrier atlas , which shows that large areas of river catchment no longer 
have access to the sea. You can view the atlas to date here. The same webpage also has links to the Barrier 
Tracker smartphone app, which can be downloaded to record any barriers that you come across.


The study of the Upper Garry is looking at the history of the area, to understand more about ecological 
changes , but also how people interact and have interacted with the river. One of the techniques being used 
to understand the current ecology of the rivers is using environmental DNA (eDNA) in order to see what 
species, are present - and to use this information to help to identify what is missing, and better understand 
the impact of dams on freshwater habitats


A workshop to outline and discuss case study findings will be held in September (date TBC) - and will look 
at many other aspects of the study.


5. Lurking in the Depths  - River and loch life revealed by DNA : Mark Coulson, UHI, Rivers and Lochs 
Institute


Previous studies of Atlantic salmon have shown that 600,000 years of separation have resulted genetic 
variation, with the North American salmon having 28 chromosomes and the European salmon having 28. 


Salmon moved into Scotland from the south as ice retreated at the end of the last ice age c. 15,000 years 
ago. Eight or nine different salmon groups have been identified, so that for eg the west coast salmon 
population is different to the east coast. But variation has been found in much smaller zones - with each of 
the five tributaries of the River Ness having a different genetic type. Work on the Ness suggests that lochs 
promote genetic variation.


Mark presented research undertaken by the Rivers and Lochs Institute in two lochs - Loch Rannoch for 
char and Loch Laidon for brown trout. 


There are two different forms of char in the loch pelagic (mid level) and benthic (loch floor), but study of 9 
markers in the genetic code of these fish found 5 distinct genetic groups, that seem to have almost no 
interbreeding.


Study of the brown troutin Loch Laidon revealed that there are four genetic groups - profundal, (deep) 
limnetic (upper zone) and shallow feeders, and two fish that are thought to be ferox trout. Like the char 
these groups showed very  little interbreeding. The trout also demonstrated variation in morphology.


There are c.30,000 lochs in Scotland, as yet little studied. This genetic variation has come about very 
rapidly, since the last ice age, and may be as a result of lochs being isolated from one another  - in the way 
that Darwin observed that finches had evolved rapidly to fit different niches on the Galapagos Islands.


This webpage has interesting further discussion on ferox trout.
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https://amber.international/portfolio-item/river-ness-united-kingdom/
https://www.balkanrivers.net/
https://lup.lub.lu.se/luur/download?func=downloadFile&recordOId=1680111&fileOId=1680115
https://amber.international/european-barrier-atlas/
https://www.wildtrout.org/content/ferox-trout


6. Improving riparian habitats along the Spey catchment : Penny Lawson, Spey Catchment Initiative

Download the presentation pdf


The Spey Catchment Initiative is one of several catchment scale management schemes in Scotland. The 
River Spey is the third biggest catchment in Scotland, and two-thirds of the Cairngorms National Park lies 
within it. One of the management issues can be silting of gravels through sediment entering the river as a 
result of animal access to drinking water and eroded river banks, and this can be reduced through riparian 
(riverside) tree, shrub and herb layer re-establishment. 


This has further beneficial effects - providing shading to reduce water temperature fluctuation and providing 
an increased invertebrate population. Insects falling from riparian trees can contribute 90% of a brown 
trout’s diet. The roots of trees also provide shelter and feeding grounds for fish and dead wood in river 
channels has many benefits including contributing to Natural Flood Management.


There are circumstances where riparian woodland is not appropriate. For example, conifer plantations 
should not be planted close to watercourses, their shading and needles affect the river, but they also create 
a dark tunnel, which fish don’t like.


Straightened rivers and streams build up sediment along the bottom of the channel, which reduces habitat 
quality and can result in a water course being higher than its floodplain. Creating new meanders in 
previously straightened streams by placing dead timber from the bank part way across the stream leads to 
the build up of shallow areas (riffles) and deep areas (pools), improving habitat and reducing flood risk.


Penny gave examples of some of the work on the Spey including a stretch of 7 kms of 10 to 20 metre wide 
riparian planting and regeneration from Boat of Garten to Aviemore, which has been funded jointly by the 
landowner and Cairngorms National Park.Native broadleaf trees have been planted in clumps, with species 
including alder, willow, cherry, aspen, oak.


On the Allt Lorgy near to Carrbridge removal of embankments the introduction of dead timber to the water 
course has created new meanders. Floodplain drains have also been blocked to raise the water table, and 
sediment from previous dredging has been removed from the banks and isgradually being reintroduced 
higher up the river system for natural redistribution during spates.


The Spey Catchment Management Plan can be downloaded here.


7. The journey and role of organic matter in river systems : Peter Gilbert, Paul Gaffney  - UHI 
Environmental Research Institute


Download the presentation pdf


Organic matter - in which carbon is the biggest constituent -  enters river systems largely through erosion, 
and therefore the quantity of carbon entering a river system can be affected by surrounding land 
management practices. Organic matter is converted to carbon dioxide as the material decomposes, and c.
70% of all carbon entering our river systems is released to the atmosphere in this process. The amount of 
organic matter entering river systems appears to be growing.


Peatlands have a high organic content and are therefore important carbon stores - three times that of all the 
UK Forests. Conversely this means that erosion of peatlands means a high organic content entering the 
river system.


The UHI Environmental Research Institute (ERI) is involved in several projects looking at carbon in 
watercourses:


LOCATE: which aims to sample one third of the rivers that drain the UK, and for which there are intensive 
studies on the Rivers Halladale, Conwy and Tamar.

FREEDOM: which is looking at small upland rivers and comparing contrasting surrounding land 
management - eg drained/ undrained, forested/ unforested. 

Eurorun: which is studying carbon dioxide emissions from rivers across Europe.
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http://s3.spanglefish.com/s/35091/documents/biodiversity/conference-2019/spey-catchment-initiative.pdf
https://www.speyfisheryboard.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/SCI-2016-Catchment-Management-Plan.pdf
http://s3.spanglefish.com/s/35091/documents/biodiversity/conference-2019/hbc_cut.pdf
http://locate.ac.uk/
https://www.ceh.ac.uk/our-science/projects/freedom
https://freshproject-eurorun.jimdo.com/


The research at ERI is looking at organic content in the Halladale from source to mouth, including 
freshwater and saltwater interactions in the estuary. One area of research conducted at RSPB Forsinard, 
was looking at the changes that occured as the 1980s forest plantations are removed, and the area is 
restored back to peatland. Each month and after storm events three forms of carbon were sampled and 
stream depth and discharge were measured. Results to date suggest that there are some effects on aquatic 
carbon concentrations, linked within the natural seasonal cycling. No changes in river pH were recorded. 


Work was also carried out at Forsinard to create artificial spawning sites and to observe the impact on 
water quality here. So far, this short term study that suggested small increases in potassium and zinc in the 
water.


Other upcoming research work is looking at carbon cycling in pools, and working with the Rivers and Lochs 
Institute on eDNA.


8. Getting involved in rivers - the Scottish Invasive Species Initiative : Vicky Hilton - Scottish Invasive 
Species Initiative 

Download the presentation pdf


The Scottish Invasive Species Initiative (SISI) is a four-year project, which has been running for one year. It 
covers American mink and five plant species - Japanese knotweed, Himalayan balsam, giant hogweed, 
American skunk cabbage and white butterbur, and is focussed on riverine habitats.


The project area covers northern Perthshire, Angus, Aberdeenshire, Moray and Highland (except for 
Lochaber and Caithness), and involves ten fisheries trusts, with the University of Aberdeen as academic 
partner.


The aim of the project is to ensure long management of these species through the recruitment and training 
of volunteers, who work alongside the SISI project staff. Management of the plant species is through a mix 
of manual and chemical control, and a number of volunteers have been trained to use herbicides. 


Volunteers monitor rafts for signs of mink, but are often less keen to be involved if evidence is found and a 
mink is to be caught. SISI is therefore trialling the use of an system that triggers a phone message if the 
trap gate is released. To date this looks to be effective.


Volunteer recruitment and education work is being undertaken via social media, and through guided walks, 
talks to interested groups, attendance at events and visits to schools.


The project is also undertaking some research work. Trials are continuing into the effectiveness of using 
sheep to reduce giant hogweed presence through grazing, with a new site being grazed near Macduff. 
Results from an earlier study site look very promising. This is a long term approach, with grazing likely to 
need to be undertaken for ten years, in order to exhaust the soil based seed supply.


New trials are being undertaken into white butterbur management, using a combination of manual and 
chemical controls. These are at an early stage.


Workshop notes  
Workshop discussion on broad habitats were held under the theme of ‘Your Highland Biodiversity Action 
Plan : Helping to shape the new plan’


General points 
1. Climate change affects all habitats

2. The importance of the ecosystem approach - looking at habitats as a complex whole, rather than 

individual species

3. Potential to highlight gaps in legislation to government

4. That protected areas should be protected

5. Education and awareness programmes - with an emphasis on the importance of local initiatives

6. The importance of communication to ensure people are up-to-date with issues and action being 

undertaken. Could the forum and biodiversity action plan increase their role in this?

7. Identify priority and keystone species
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8. The value of collecting and sharing data - including that collected during planning process

9. Potential to use photopost approach for long term recording

10. Data is not shared that easily, for example is not very accessible to planners. Could data produced by 

contractors for planning applications be uploaded to the NBN? 

11.Could the Highland Environment Forum act as a ‘dating agency’ between groups and speakers/ experts 

willing to speak to groups/ advise on issues?


1. Freshwater and Riparian 

Priorities 
1. Research into species other than salmonids - including eels,  freshwater fungi, impact of beavers

2. Protection and habitat enhancement for species other than salmonids, including barrier removal/bypass

3. Continued management of invasive non native species

4. Restoration of riparian woodland


Other concerns - dumping of rubbish


Potential project 
1. Establish an eel group with representation from business (eg SSE), fisheries trusts, research


2. Coastal and Marine 

Priorities 
1. That protected sites are protected - eg presumption against fish farms in MPAs, or coastal development 

on designated sites

2. Raising the profile of the East Coast - dunes, estuaries, horse mussels etc etc

3. Removal of coastal barriers - recreation of more natural, dynamic coastline


Potential projects 
1. Liaise with Fauna and Flora International to see about encouraging east coast communities to be part 

of their coastal communities initiative. (There are 26 between Arran and Achiltibuie)

2. Update the coast and marine section of the Highland Biodiversity website - this could include positive 

examples, links to other websites etc

3. Creating a new seashore project

4. Encourage fish farms to  - consider closed containment and clean up their coastal rubbish

5. Marine litter project 


3. Woodland and Agriculture 

Priorities 
1. Plant health, reducing disease spread

2. Invasive species

3. Ensuring a balance between access and keeping disturbance to a minimum

4. Grazing reduction 

5. Use a catchment and ecosystem approach to forest planning

6. Identify keystone species

7. Encourage more diverse forestry planting, adopting continuous tree cover

8. Encourage the expansion of shelter belts eg croft woodland 

9. Increase community involvement and ownership

10. Skills training to be made available to volunteer groups, also develop support networks

11. Refocus forest and woodland grants to biodiversity and long term habitat management


4. Upland and Montane 
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Priorities 
1. Reduction of grazing pressure

2. Restoration of natural treelines

3. Change to moorland management

4. Improved connectivity - eg woodland

5. Encouraging some landowners to have an interest in the estate beyond commerce - stewardship

6. Get control over hill track creation - including - where and how constructed (some bring in materials. 

Get existing  - guidance used.

7. Communication - including with landowners, through colleges eg Thurso, Lantra


other thoughts 
1. Problem of fertiliser application using helicopters – this is legal but perhaps not ecologically sound.

2. Potential to use TV and other media to discuss issues (see communication in general points above)


Potential projects 
1. Citizen science projects - 


• eg genetic project based on sampling of isolated populations of montane willows - potential link 
with UHI / forest research


• golden eagle food transect

• when upland bird surveyors or others are out and see things, who can they report to? And how can 

data be made more accessible? (see genera points above)


2. Communicate work that is happening - eg Deer management, hill tracks

3. CNPA are doing some work on monitoring new hill tracks. Is there capacity for HC to do the same? 


The conference was sponsored by: University of the Highlands and Islands, Scottish Natural Heritage, Highland Council
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